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The Polar Regions and the USGCRP

Michael C. MacCracken
Office of the US Global Change Research Program

Washington, DC

The US Global Change Research Program provides interagency coordination for the
ten federal agencies supporting research on global environmental change. Program
activities are described annually in Our Changing Planet, which is a report submitted to
Congress each year in support of the President’s budget request. The USGCRP also
periodically prepares a multiyear research overview (referred to officially as a “multiyear
research plan” even though it is more of a strategy) to provide a framework for organizing
research over the next ten years.

Global environmental change is a very encompassing challenge for the research
community. To facilitate research efforts, there are a number of possibilities for
subdividing global change into more manageable aspects, including by scientific discipline,
by region, by research approach, by output product, and more. Each formulation has its
advantages, but none is completely satisfactory. Because of the need to focus on benefits to
society, because of information needs for international negotiating activities and agency
responsibilities, and because focusing on the end results of the research program may be
able to help bridge traditional disciplinary barriers in the sciences, the USGCRP is currently
organized around enhancing understanding and predictive capabilities in four focused areas:

1. Seasonal to Interannual Climate Variability, with the goal of obtaining a
predictive understanding and the skills to produce forecasts of short-term
climate fluctuations and to apply these predictions to problems of social and
economic development in the US and abroad;

 2. Climate Change over Decades to Centuries, with the goal of understanding,
predicting, assessing, and preparing for changes in, the climate and the global
environment that will result from the influences of projected changes in
population, energy use, land cover, and other natural and human-induced
factors;

3. Changes in Ozone, UV Radiation, and Atmospheric Chemistry, with the goal
of understanding and characterizing the chemical changes in the global
atmosphere and their consequences for human health and well-being; and

4. Changes in Land Cover and Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystems, with the
goal of providing a stronger scientific basis for understanding, predicting,
assessing and responding to the causes and consequences of changes in
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems resulting from human-induced and natural
influences.

In each of these four areas, the research activities are to focus on the end-to-end aspects of
each issue, including factors forcing change, past indications and trends of change, the
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processes through which change is manifest, modeling changes that are occurring and are
predicted for the future, estimating the environmental consequences of change, and
evaluating the implications for society and economic systems of global environmental
change in the context of the full set of stresses on the environment .

In support of these four issue-based activities, the USGCRP also organizes additional
scientific and research activities into four cross-cutting activities:

• Observing and Monitoring Global Change;
• Global Change Data, Products, and Information Services;
• Earth System Science; and
• Human Contributions and Responses to Change.

Together, these cross-cutting areas provide data and insights that help to advance predictive
skills for each of the four environmental issue areas. In addition to these cross-cutting
activities, the USGCRP has designated task groups to enhance international research
cooperation and to encourage global change education and communication.

The development of the ten-year research plan is led by the USGCRP agencies, and
will be an inclusive effort, with input being sought from the research community, the
government decision-makers seeding information, the operational aspects of the
sponsoring agencies, and the public and private non-governmental representatives. The
plan will focus on major purposes and thrusts for the program, expecting that detailed
research and implementation plans on particular aspects will be developed by the scientific
community (e.g., by the WCRP, NRC, etc.). It should be recognized that this research plan
is being prepared at the request of the Congress, and therefore needs to be focused on why
additional funding should be provided for the USGCRP, above and beyond funding
provided to the NSF and other agencies for advancing scientific understanding for science
sake alone. Given the many pressing scientific questions deserving support, a research area
to be included in the USGCRP, it is particularly important, therefore, to also be able to
explain a societal coupling or ultimate payoff for the various research activities that are
being proposed.

I see many ways for which understanding the polar regions (the subject of this
meeting) tie into the critical USGCRP issues areas and the resulting questions facing
society:

1.     Connectivity       to       lower       latitudes   : What happens in polar regions, particularly during
the winter, is closely coupled to conditions experienced in the mid- and lower
latitudes:

a. Outbreaks of very cold air (the “Siberian Express”) over the continents can halt
economic activities over wide regions;

b. Seasonal to interannual variations in the climate driven by sea surface
conditions in low latitudes can create very different conditions for agriculture
and water resources as planetary wave patterns shift.
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c. The temperature response as the climate changes is greatest at high latitudes,
and processes in the polar regions are an important factor in the timing and
magnitude of global climate change.

d. Impacts of climate change in the polar regions, particularly changes that alter
the extent of glaciers and ice caps, and thence sea level, have profound effects
on coastal regions around the world.

e. Stratospheric chemistry in polar regions plays an important role in the depletion
of stratospheric ozone.

f. Many migratory species spend part of their time in polar regions, and effects
relating to weather patterns, ocean circulation and nutrient upwelling, and land
surface changes can affect birds, whales, fisheries, and other species.

2.      Monitoring       and        detection        of       change   : What happens in polar regions is an important
component of what happens around the world. Records of these changes can be
used to help clarify and confirm our understanding. Global-scale environmental
changes are reflected in the polar regions in many ways:

a. Sea ice (meltback may amplify climate change)
b. Mountain glaciers and icecaps (meltback will raise global sea level)
c. Permafrost (thawing can dramatically change ecosystems and lead to release of

greenhouse gases)

3.     Records        of        past       climates   : What has happened in the past in polar regions can
provide important perspectives on the understanding of climate change, particularly
because models are not yet able to explain many aspects of the Earth’s past
behavior. It is of particular importance at present, for example, to enhance
understanding of:

 a. How warm the arctic has been and what the mechanisms were that sustained
this warmth,

b. How rapidly climate has changed in the past and whether conditions leading to
such rapid changes (surprises) might occur in the future.

4.     Climatic       conditions       in       the         Arctic   : The US, because of Alaska and for other reasons,
is particularly interested in the Arctic and conditions there that affect its people, its
resources, and its biodiversity. Thus, the USGCRP, as do agency research
programs, has a particular interest in the polar regions, and has an interagency polar
research program focused on this region.

For these and many other reasons, consideration of the polar regions is of particular
interest in pursuit of the goals of the USGCRP in each of the major environmental issue
areas. Especially with the increased emphasis of the USGCRP on the regional aspects of
global environmental change and the regional differentiation of consequences for the
environment, the polar regions will be receiving intense attention in future research
activities.
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It is my hope that this Joint Workshop on Polar Process in Global Climate will provide
insights into both the special processes occurring in the polar regions and the importance of
fully understanding and representing the polar regions in studies of global change at other
latitudes. By maintaining the focus on the joint perspectives of coupling of processes
within the polar regions and coupling of the polar regions to other regions, the polar
regions are likely to receive the full attention that their role indicates they deserve.
Separating out the polar regions for separate study has the potential for pitting studies in
one region against another and seems likely to me to move research backward toward a
focus on separated disciplinary studies rather than ahead toward an interdisciplinary
understanding of the intricate intercoupling that must surely govern planetary behavior.

As the USGCRP community, through the National Research Council and through
interagency and international consideration, progresses in development of its multiyear
research strategy, the input from this workshop and input from those familiar with polar
processes will be very helpful. Please do not be shy in offering suggestions. I hope that
these thoughts and perspectives will provide the context to make them most effective.

Acknowledgment: This analysis was supported by the National Science Foundation on
behalf of the USGCRP and carried out under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-
48.
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